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My Global Welcome, The Support Network for Compatriots, is testing beta version

My Global Welcome, the first location-based support network where expats living abroad offer information,
practical help and personalized or professional services to their fellow countrymen, has announced that they
are currently testing the beta version of the platform at www.myglobalwelcome.com
The idea for this innovative platform - that connects travelers with their fellow countrymen living abroad - was
born from the personal experience of its founder and CEO, Michaela Reichler-Baldini. When she moved from
Germany to Italy, she realized that the difficulties she encountered with an unfamiliar environment, a new
language and a new culture were very similar to the problems business or holiday travelers are facing every
day
With the help of technology, I wanted to create a network made of people for people, with a particular focus on
social interaction in the real world. By eliminating linguistic barriers, My Global Welcome satisfies in a simple
and direct way the needs of those who have to go abroad for short periods of time, but also of those who are

moving long-term. My Global Welcome makes the world smaller and more welcoming, and therefore positively
changes the way we travel., Michaela Reichler-Baldini says
Expats will find some very interesting new features on this one-of-a-kind platform, such as the possibility to
promote their commercial, industrial, artisan or professional activity directly to their fellow countrymen, or to
be contacted by employers who wish to establish work contacts with them. Additionally, employers can also
look for staff of any nationality and different first languages in their own country or anywhere in the world
My Global Welcome is primarily aimed at those traveling for long or short term tourism, or for business, at solo
travelers, students, expats and migrants. It also takes into consideration the special needs of families with
children, as well as those of women traveling alone, people with disabilities and pensioners who want to move
abroad when they retire
The London News Journal: Since the feedback of people from all around the world is still the best indicator of
what we really want and need, we firmly believe that the question is not IF we will use it but HOW we managed
so far without it
The New York Journal: No more difficulties when moving around the world, nor feelings of alienation or
loneliness thanks to My Global Welcome and its innovative services
The Times of Miami: Sometimes you don’t need more than a simple, ingenious idea to start this very special
buzz and keep it spreading across the internet. But when it does, it means that something really big is on its
way. My Global Welcome helps us to do more on the internet than we ever imagined. It will even change the
way we interact
The Los Angeles Journal: My Global Welcome: The Next Big Thing for social networks
The San Francisco Post: A revolutionizing platform for traveling
The Italian Corriere della Sera: Airbnb for compatriots

